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ABSTRACT
Eco-friendly human resources can help sustainable business continuity. The current research aims to propose a business model theoretical framework that adapts to the new environment, addresses sustainable goals and gaps in the field, and builds a resilient and agile system for the business ecosystem. To approach the research problem, this study used the R-based Bibliometrix tool. The Scopus database selected and analyzed papers as part of five research steps. Bibliometric tools such as Biblioshiny, VOSviewer, and R Studio have been used to illustrate the findings. This study’s findings highlight several factors that will form the foundation of the proposed model. Green competencies, both natural and acquired, and the requirement to provide green motivation, were identified as important for developing the new business model.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the main concern of businesses is more oriented toward short-term financial or financial goals. But with the time marked by the industrial and technological revolution, it is necessary to pay attention to environmental factors because of the inadequacy of the development model [1]. One of the things done is to actively participate in organizational activities by considering and incorporating environmental factors in daily operations which will have a major impact on environmental activities. Employees have an important role in maintaining and paying attention to sustainable environmental aspects in carrying out their operations [2].

Human Resource Management (HRM) is a process that involves many activities ranging from recruitment to payroll management that must be carried out simultaneously [3]. Currently, Human Resource Management (HRM) is an approach used to replace personnel management which deals with the process of managing people who work in organizations [4]. Although in practice what is done in HRM today is identical to what is done in personnel management, there are differences in the scope of implementation. Personnel management is only responsible for hiring people, paying them and firing them in the
end, while HR Management uses a more planned approach, namely having the right people to hire, providing training to them, developing job designs, and designing compensation systems including benefit plans and services provided to ensure employee health and welfare [5].

In its development, the green concept adopted in HRM is carried out to create awareness of environmental sustainability in business organizations and reduce the impact of environmental damage, and improve the company’s financial performance [6]. Companies that start practicing green business concepts such as Green Human Resource Management (GHRM) will be able to make financial savings on company operations, and can even benefit from these practices. The GHRM concept also integrates environmentally friendly HR initiatives and practices for the sustainable use of resources in the work environment which results in more efficiency, reduced production costs, and improved caring attitudes at work [7].

For this reason, employees as one of the components of the waste treatment industry need to understand environmental management as one aspect in order to increase business productivity and GHRM is one of the roles within the company that is tasked with managing the workforce by involving environmental aspects. One example of the practice of the GHRM concept is the use of fewer documents in all HR functions such as recruitment & selection, training, compensation & reward, performance reviews, etc. This is done to create a sustainable competitive advantage, and environmentally friendly through employee engagement. This kind of GHRM implementation is the best strategy that can help organizations to implement environmental performance programs in their business activities while better managing the organization’s environmental impact.

GHRM implementation is also a form of effort to increase productivity and the company’s commitment to maintaining environmental sustainability [8]. Some forms of GHRM implementation in companies are carried out through performance management, training, development, learning, compensation and benefits, and organizational culture.

Currently, many companies carry out this activity with traditional methods, which will create more workload and will be a big problem for the HR unit and employees. This situation requires that HR processes are developed with technology-based and innovative methods. Technology is changing the way HR departments communicate with employees, store files, and analyze employee performance. When used well, technology makes HR practices more efficient. If used inappropriately, technology can hinder a company’s human resource management. Good HR practices maximize benefits and minimize problems. These applications are electronic, digital, technological, and informatics applications that are based on mobile or web applications [9]. It can be said that these concepts have spread and evolved under the umbrella of e-hrm. Although the most cutting-edge are mobile applications, they offer a more convenient and faster workflow compared to desktop or laptop computers. As applications for processes such as personnel recruitment and selection, wages, performance, rewards and incentives, and employee satisfaction increase the level of employee participation in HR processes, it is easier for HR to determine and implement the right solutions and processes. In recent years, internet usage habits have changed rapidly and the number of people actively using social media is increasing day by day [10]. The experience that social networks give to people is reflected in, especially in the job application and recruitment process. At this point, we can say that application forms are gradually becoming obsolete in the recruitment process. Even interviews, which are one of the important stages in the recruitment process, are now conducted through online platforms. Creating an application process through software improves traceability and reporting.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

e-Green Human Resource Management Study
In an organization, communication is not only done by employees but also by leaders [11]. Business processes using cloud technology enable rapid business development in real-time and continuously. Digital HR technology is defined as a set of software, hardware, and electronic network resource configurations designed and adopted to automate HR functions in organizations using the latest information technology disruptions ([12]; [13]. e-HRM is defined as HRM practices that create consistent, efficient, high-quality, and long-term opportunities by using digital transformation and new technologies that evolve together to meet organizational needs and cover all HRM functions and content [14]. e-HRM wants to be realistic and closely related to the current order, we need a broader focus to address this reason. e-HRM has emerged as a planned result of strategic decisions related to HRM services in organizations [14]. The use of digital technologies in the HR field has resulted in the transformation from HRM to e-HRM or digital HRM, while at the same time benefiting from the full potential of technological development by providing greater flexibility [15].

The development of the use of digital technology in the field of HR management is increasing and widespread. According to a global study 74% of more than 7,000 companies in 130 countries around the world have drawn attention to the importance of incorporating digital technologies into their HR management practices. At the same time, as experts emphasize, it is not enough for today's HR to buy digital products, it must learn to be "Digital" [16]. It is important for managers and leaders to first analyze their business and market situation, then decide on the right strategy and structure and engage their employees in digital transformation. With the continuous changes brought by digital transformation, the increasing need for knowledge, performance, productivity, and skills is causing great pressure on the workforce at all levels [17]. Meeting these needs with digital learning platforms, organizing customized training and development programs for employees and managers according to their level and branch can improve the company's internal training [18]. This new training method supports the acquisition of skills based on the strategy followed by the organization and which the training system cannot provide [19]. HR professionals need to familiarize the workforce with the need to develop skills and provide them with training and development interventions to deliver what works best for the organization. E-learning, online learning, webinars, distance or online education and development programs, e-skills, and certificates should be accepted by organizations [20].

The development of business processes in the management of SDMs will shift to a more environmentally focused direction, which requires MSDM to adapt and expand its research by adopting an environment for developing ways to carry out its primary responsibilities [21]. Human resource management practices, according to academics, have the power to assess and influence employee behaviour, attitudes, knowledge, and motivation related to sustainability. As a result, companies can efficiently utilize human resources to carry out an environmentally friendly strategy (GHRM). eGreen human resource management is the implementation of the SDM policy that encourages the use of resource resources within the company on the business environmental strategy.

This term refers to the utilization of any contact point or employee interaction to promote sustainable behaviour to improve employee understanding and commitment to sustainability issues [22]. Green human resource management includes the implementation of initiatives that increase efficiency, lower costs, and increase employee engagement and retention, thus helping organizations reduce employee carbon footprints through strategies such as electronic archiving, shared car use, video conferencing, virtual interviews, recycling, telecommuting, and so on [23]. Indeed, academics in this field grasp that the workforce is crucial to the success or failure of
organizational ecological operations. Environmentally friendly human resources practices are important not only at the organizational level but also at the personal level [24]. As an employee has a personal life alongside a professional life, moreover, environmentally friendly human resource management can help increase the competitive advantage of the possibilities that exist in changing markets and minimize labor turnover as employees are more satisfied with the company. In addition, the following arguments indicate the needs and requirements for companies to implement environmentally friendly human resource management practices [25].

First, the adoption of resource management practices of human resources management in business can lead to an increase in human resources. This is because a thriving green economy creates demands for labor development, which benefits employees. Moreover, because employees are more engaged and provide more inventive solutions to business challenges associated with dynamic change, this new model helps solve SDM problems quickly. In addition, green human resources management helps in staff retention, because human resources human resources want to work for organizations that adhere to a green corporate philosophy that adopts environmentally friendly strategies [26]. Environmentally friendly human resource management is a mutually beneficial strategy for and business [22]. By implementing this strategy, companies can successfully recruit and retain high-quality employees through appreciation and engagement in the workplace. It can increase employee productivity. All of the above can be achieved with the right direction given through strong leadership, emotional support, and better professional growth thus resulting in a better work-life balance.

3. METHODS

The method of Systematic Literature Review (SLR) is used in this study to identify, review, and evaluating relevant and relevant research to answer questions that have been set in a study [27]. In addition, the research consists of several stages, namely the method of selection of articles, the inclusion criteria, as well as objective analysis methods. The article selection process in this research uses the preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review (PRISMA) article selection stages or the PRISMA flow diagram [28]. The first step in carrying out bibliometric studies is to obtain the necessary data from the Scopus bibliographic database. The data is then inserted into the R studio, the R environment used to analyze research subjects and export dynamic graphics. To discuss research topics, bibliometric analysis involving six steps applied in this study (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Six steps applied in this study](image)
After taking bibliographic data of scientific documents from the Scopus database, a set of different bibliometric quotation analysis steps are used to the following purposes: (i) Testing Lotka's law; (ii) Presenting a general overview of research trends; (iii) Investigating the most relevant and impactful journals and scientific documents, as well as the most globally relevant and influential; (iv) Developing thematic maps; (v) Development of collaborative world maps. Lotka’s rule governs how often authors publish in scientific journals. The Law of Lotka states that, when many authors produce only one written work, a small number of authors are highly productive in any scientific subject.

According to the Law of Lotka, the number of writers who publish x the amount of publications is about 1/xb of those who participate in only one scientific effort. As a result, a higher b value implies more author concentration, while a lower value indicates a lack of a specific group of authors in a particular field of science. A Sankey’s diagram, in addition to Lotka’s law, has been developed to explain the relationship between journals, keywords, and states. Further, the underlying research clusters are investigated, and the current research trend maps are currently developing research trends using bibliographic coupling analysis. The correspondence analysis approach is finally fulfilled, with the main objective of analyzing bibliographic data and integrating it into a series of components. A writer can apply this method to emphasize research trends in a particular scientific field and summarize bibliographic data.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This study aims to emphasize the importance of green human resource management and to present a theoretical framework for a business model that will help SMEs in achieving green performance and building sustainable, resilient, and sustainable ecosystems that are robust, and flexible. The sample consisted of 368 relevant studies published between 2011 and 2022. Lotka’s approach is used to evaluate the scientific production of authors. According to the findings, 589 authors in the field of human resource management strategies are green on scientific papers, while only one author contributing to a single author contributes to a maximum of eleven articles published in the subject area. Thus, the subject of Green Human Resource Management is Green human resources and the adoption of green practices as a distinct scientific domain with a high level of concentration of writing.
Annual Scientific Publication and Timespan Trend Figure 2 describes the amount of research done on GHRM subjects as well as the techniques developed to help them green performance. Before 2019, there was little progress in research, but after 2020, publications began to rise. To be more specific, only 49 papers were published during the first three years of the study (2019-2023), far fewer than the 135 papers published in the previous five years (2015-2020). It depicts that there is a sustained growth in academic interests shifting from conventional human resources management models to environmentally friendly or sustainable human resource management models.

Finally, Pictures summarizes the most important scientific papers on green human resource management that contain scientific publications based on qualitative and quantitative research. Some of the most prominent scientific publications focus on sustainability pillars and their impact on human resource management. In addition, some articles support the assumption that an environmentally friendly human resource management model is at the top of the business agenda, while others investigate employees’ attitudes toward sustainability and their desire to implement green practices.

The keyword analysis used is a research trend in the field of study. Figure 3 illustrates a network representation based on the appearance of the author's keyword. The authors' keyword appearance is displayed simultaneously using VOSviewer. The software helps in mapping the metric network biblio. Each circle on the chart shows a case that happens simultaneously. The wider the circle, the more often these terms appear at the same time. A circle of the same color shows a group of keywords, and the line that connects the circle reflects the keyword association. Keywords that appear and are classified into 5 clusters. Cluster 1 (red) relates to “Environmental management and environmentally friendly human resource management”. This relationship indicates that SDM management should be a fundamental pillar of environmental management activities by combining organizational development and SDM. Green alignment, green construction, and cross-organizational networking are some of the most important green strategies of human resource management. To prevent unknown hazards, training in environmental management or in the production of creative ideas is also encouraged, as it encourages the transfer of information between employees. Cluster 2 (green) deals with the topic of “environmentally friendly human resource electronics”, besides, a sustainable approach can also avoid unexpected impacts and negative feedback, while seeking desired results in line with stakeholder expectations.
The strategic approach to human resource management (HRM) is commonplace. HRM operations have sought to contribute to the economic goals of the organization, with emphasis on legal compliance, reduction of litigation, minimization of costs per employee, employee attitude, and incentive programs [29]. Human resource management strategy has been associated with a series of procedures to meet corporate goals, mostly financial goals. However, the crucial factor of sustainability has grown in the business world, with the belief that it is impossible to build a sustainable society without the active involvement of the enterprise world.

This setting can be used to explore the function of HRM processes in the sustainable growth of organizations [30]. Experts in HRM have found various aspects of this reason why sustainability is associated with MSDM functions and the relevance of sustainability capabilities in MSDM. One such aspect is a macro view that focuses on the contributions of organizations to their social and economic worlds. This perspective is generally related to discussions on social and environmental sustainability. From this perspective, MSDM practices enable companies to make long-term contributions to the social and environmental sectors of life [31]. Another aspect of this argument focuses on the intrinsic causes and relationships within the HRM system and examines the sustainability of the person and the level of HRM Human Resource Management may refer to organizational sustainability as something to be considered when making procedures or as the ultimate goal. Based on the first approach, HRM policies and practices are intended to help develop a corporate sustainability mentality and action. In the second perspective, the concept of sustainability is integrated into human resources management practices intended to provide long-term physical, social, and social benefits to employees’ economic well-being. The sustainability of corporate professionals leads to the sustainability of other organizational resources [32]. As a result, there are two premises: the role of HRM in helping, especially SMEs, formulate and implement sustainable strategies; and the development of the MSDM process itself in a sustainable manner. In short, Human Resource Management supports and benefits from corporate sustainability. The relationship between sustainability and MSDM practice has given rise to a new modern idea known as “environmentally friendly human resource management” in literature. GHRM is defined as a set of behaviors that enhance professional well-being, dedication, and happiness while contributing to the economic, social, and environmental life of a company in the long-term sustainability [26]. As a result, GHRM plays an important role in balancing the elements associated with the triple bottom line. Furthermore, GHRM advocates the preservation and improvement of the well-being of present and future generations, creating a harmonious environment,
organizational environment, improvement of quality of life, and reduction of social injustice.

5. CONCLUSION

Various entities are pressuring the business world to follow this trend because it will have an impact on society; some have formed environmentally friendly initiatives and are looking for innovative solutions to address environmental management challenges. One method that emerged as a response to environmental damage is environmentally friendly human resources management. The term GHRM refers to the initial focus of the organization on human resources operations for long-term development. GHRM practices encourage ecological resource consumption by emphasizing environmental sustainability, improving human resource behavior, and instilling accountability for environmental health. eGHRM improves social and economic well-being while promoting environmentally conscious behavior. A broader GHRM approach will help in placing sustainability as a human resource management hub. eGHRM refers to the element of MSDM in environmental management. eGHRM methods have been proven to improve the company's reputation and performance as well as to be effective in assisting staff. The idea of "going green" across the company's function is proposed as a way to motivate employees towards a greener environment.
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